Periodicities and tandem repeats in a Balbiani ring gene.
The Balbiani ring (BR) DNAs show prominent periodicities of restriction enzyme sites. Studies using a cloned fragment of the BRc gene strongly suggest that these periodicities reflect the existence of tandemly repetitive sequences within BR DNA. Tandem repeats measuring 54-58 bp have been demonstrated by partial sequence analysis of the BRc clone; the restriction site periodicities suggest the existence of additional 175 (= 3 X 58) and 1050 (= 6 X 175) bp repeat units. The short, medium and long repeats (58, 175 and 1050 bp, respectively) show sequence homology. Constrained unequal crossing over (resulting from misalignment of repeat arrays, usually by one repeat) is proposed as the mechanism for evolution of short, medium and long repeats from each other, in a manner analogous to evolution of satellite DNA sequences. Paradoxically, the dominant restriction site periodicities appear to be more conservative than might be expected on the basis of the overall sequence divergence between the sequenced repeats. This may be a consequence of functionally important, long-range amino acid or oligopeptide periodicities (for example, Asp x Ser or Glu x Ser corresponding to Hinf I sites) in the BRc protein product, in conjunction with preferential use of certain synonymous codons.